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CLIMSEC in a nutshell
•
•
•
•
•

Title: Climate Variability and Security Threats
Period: 2015–2020
Funding: ERC CoG
Aim: Assess indirect connections between climate variability and social conflict
Scope: Global focus, contemporary era (and beyond)

• RQ: Does climate variability contribute to conflict risk?
If so, how and under what conditions?
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Powerful conceptions within policy
“Climate change is an all-encompassing
threat to human health, to global food supply,
and to peace and security”
- Kofi Annan, UN Sec.-Gen. (2006)
“It is not a coincidence that
immediately prior to the civil
war in Syria, the country
experienced the worst drought
on record”

Climate change may “lead to
greater competition for the earth’s
resources… [and] increased danger
of violent conflicts and wars,
within and between states”
- Norwegian Nobel Committee
(2007)

- John Kerry, US Sec. of State (2014)
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(The other perspective)
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What do the scientists say?
1. “no systematic and direct causal relationship”

8. “inadequate scientific evidence”

– Bernauer et al. (Env Res Letters 2012)

– Zografos et al. (Glob Env Ch 2014)

2. “no connection or only weak evidence”

9. “research does not conclude”

– Scheffran et al. (Science 2012)

– Adger et al. (IPCC AR5 2014)

3. “little, if any, consensus exists”

10. “there is still no consensus”

– Deligiannis (Glob Env Politics 2012)

– Salehyan (Polit Geogr 2014)

4. “only limited support”

11. “mixed and varied evidence”

– Gleditsch (J Peace Res 2012)

– Sakaguchi et al. (Current Clim. Change Rep 2017)

5. “mostly inconclusive insights”

12. “inconsistent associations are reported”

– Theisen et al. (Clim Change 2013)

– Global Warming of 1.5°C (IPCC Special Report 2018)
13. “the literature has not detected a robust
and general effect”
– Koubi (Annual Rev Polit Sci 2019)
14. “role of climate is judged to be small”
– Mach et al. (Nature 2019)

6. “little robust evidence”
– Klomp & Bulte (Agr Econ 2013)

7. “the link remains unproven”
– Solow (Nature 2013)
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CLIMSEC findings I
“These results suggest a reciprocal nature–society interaction in which
violent conflict and environmental shock constitute a vicious circle, each
phenomenon increasing the group’s vulnerability to the other”

Fig. 1. Agricultural dependence by ethnic group and density
of conflict events
Von Uexkull, Croicu, Fjelde, and Buhaug. 2016. Civil conflict sensitivity to growing-season drought. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA. 113: 12391–12396.
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CLIMSEC findings II
“These experts agree that climate has affected organized armed
conflict within countries. However, other drivers [..] are judged to be
substantially more influential”

Fig. 3. Expert assessment of factors that drive conflict risk
Mach et al. 2019. Climate as a risk factor for armed conflict. Nature 571: 193–197.
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CLIMSEC findings III
“Consistent with theory, we find that [the climate-economy-conflict]
relationship is most prominent among recently downgraded groups,
especially in the context of agricultural dependence and low local
level of development”

Fig. 1. Marginal effect of weather-induced income shock on civil
conflict risk
Buhaug et al. 2020. A conditional model of local income shock and civil conflict. J. Politics, in press.
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Science diplomacy
• Three dimensions of science diplomacy (AAAS, Royal Society):
a) “Science in diplomacy” – Science can provide advice to inform and support
foreign policy objectives
b) “Diplomacy for science” – Diplomacy can facilitate international scientific
cooperation
c) “Science for diplomacy” – Scientific cooperation can improve international
relations
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Science–policy interaction in CLIMSEC
• Direct
– Joint seminars
– Policy briefs
– Reviews (incl. IPCC)
• Indirect
– Scientific publications
– Op-eds
– Social media
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Lessons learned
• Interacting with policy actors is important and rewarding, but also challenging!
• Challenge: How to navigate a polarized and contentious field that (seemingly) is little
receptive to cautious and nuanced messages?
a) Keep shut about null-findings to avoid ‘damaging the cause’?
b) Communicate modest results and risk being rendered irrelevant (or labeled a denialist)?
c) Emphasize upper-bound risk and contribute to sensationalism?
• My experience: Policy actors now more receptive to nuanced messages (although firm
beliefs and myths among interest groups with a clear agenda remain a barrier)
– Climate security thinking in policy circules gradually converging with science
• Gov’t review of IPCC AR6 will be interesting…
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Thank you for your patience
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